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The classes in the library are mainly derived from the classes of the standard Both dense and sparse output are
supported. A word of warning: using the together with the > classes may lead to errors with mantissa. A lot of work has
been done to make Mantissa a very flexible library, and the documentation is also very complete. The source code is very
well documented and unit tested. Mantissa is free software and distributed under the terms of the LGPL 2.1 license. You
can find the library on my homepage at My mail address is You can also find the tar-gz package of Mantissa on I have
also included a repository of all the data necessary for a simple program you can use to compare Mantissa with other
ODE libraries (it includes an ODE-file for an application you can use). If you want to use Mantissa in a package (like the
Matlab package), please include the following lines in the.m file: [ pylori_lib | pylori ] At the beginning of the.m file, you
have to import the module pylori_lib. Mantissa is able to import the package pylori.mantissa.ode.integrator, which is the
most efficient integrator at the moment (including for parallel machines). Please let me know if you find any bug in
Mantissa, and I will try to fix it. Also, if you have any problem with the library, please use the Bug-report form provided
by the PyLori distribution, or the mailing-list of the group PyLori. More information and documentation about Mantissa:
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class[s] The Mantissa class[s] provides the numerical integration features of the project. They can be accessed in two
different ways: with the [StepHandler] and [StepHandlerDense] keywords: or with the NAMESPACE class key: //
Documentation of the keywords used below The standard keyword [StepHandler] is an abstract base class, but it contains
two subclasses to handle the dense output case. The dense output step handler is the preferred one and it can be created
with [StepHandlerDense]. [StepHandlerDense] and [StepHandler] are generic and their subclasses must be specified at
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class creation time. // Documentation of the [StepHandler] namespace The [StepHandler] namespace contains classes to
handle the different steps and output modes (dense or sparse) of Mantissa integrators. The classes are defined in the sub-
namespace [Mantissa] and they are abstract. They can be instantiated with any concrete subclass, which should be
specified at the class creation time. // Documentation of the [StepHandler] namespace The [StepHandlerDense]
namespace contains subclasses of [StepHandler] to handle the dense output step handler and to implement the interface
[StepHandler] (which contains the void setSteps(int, int) method). // Documentation of the [StepHandler] namespace
2edc1e01e8
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The Mantissa integration framework is based on a robust ODE integrator that is specifically developed to handle a huge
variety of problems. If you have a problem that is not already handled, it is a matter of minutes to write your own
integrator. This allows the usage of a very large number of integrators and to mix and match the one most appropriate to
the problem. While the integration error is controlled with a fixed tolerance, the integrator gives as much output data as
possible to the users: the state vector at the end of the integration is copied into a user-supplied array, which also allows
users to access to the function evaluations. There is a clear distinction between the state vector and the function
evaluations: they do not have to be in the same memory buffer. This allows users to easily and transparently access to the
state vector and the integrator can be stopped at any point in the integration, provided it is just before the point where
the function evaluation would be produced. Mantissa has extensive controls and facilities to allow the user to tackle any
kind of problems in numerical integration: ￭ Step size control (dense or shortening) ￭ Adaptive stepsize control (dense or
shortening) ￭ Adaptive (fixed-step) or fixed (variable-step) integrators ￭ G-stops ￭ User-supplied stepsize adjustments ￭
Automatic stepsize computation ￭ User-supplied function evaluation adjustments ￭ Ability to detect various types of
singularities (see m_mantissa.h) ￭ Experimental integration facilities (try m_mantissa_EI.h for a first shot at integration)
￭ Ability to add other kind of singularities (see m_mantissa.h) ￭ Unit tests ￭ Documentation and good API Why should you
use Mantissa? Mantissa is the main numerical package for the 3D dynamics simulation of space systems, it is well-known
and used by many aerospace laboratories, including the "Bureau des Recherches Spatiales" (BRS), the "Laboratoire de
Physique Subatomique et Cosmologie" (LPSC), and the "Institut de Physique Nucléaire" (IPN). Its main features are: ￭ A
very efficient and robust ODE integrator �
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￭ Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are everywhere: physics, economics, biology, chemistry, aerospace engineering,
economics and finance, to name just a few, all use them to describe how things evolve over time. A differential equation
is typically written as



System Requirements For Mantissa:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows
7, Windows Vista Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K CPU @ 3.30GHz / AMD FX-8350 CPU @ 4.0 GHz Intel Core i5-2500K
CPU @ 3.30GHz / AMD FX-8350 CPU @ 4.0 GHz RAM: 6 GB 6 GB Video Card: Nvidia GTX 970 / AMD R9 290 GPU Nvidia
GTX 970 / AMD
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